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How swifts control their glide performance with
morphing wings
D. Lentink1, U. K. Müller1, E. J. Stamhuis2, R. de Kat3, W. van Gestel1, L. L. M. Veldhuis3, P. Henningsson4,
A. Hedenström4, J. J. Videler2,5 & J. L. van Leeuwen1

Gliding birds continually change the shape and size of their
wings1–6, presumably to exploit the profound effect of wing morphology on aerodynamic performance7–9. That birds should adjust
wing sweep to suit glide speed has been predicted qualitatively by
analytical glide models2,10, which extrapolated the wing’s performance envelope from aerodynamic theory. Here we describe the
aerodynamic and structural performance of actual swift wings,
as measured in a wind tunnel, and on this basis build a semiempirical glide model. By measuring inside and outside swifts’
behavioural envelope, we show that choosing the most suitable
sweep can halve sink speed or triple turning rate. Extended wings
are superior for slow glides and turns; swept wings are superior for
fast glides and turns. This superiority is due to better aerodynamic
performance—with the exception of fast turns. Swept wings are
less effective at generating lift while turning at high speeds, but can
bear the extreme loads. Finally, our glide model predicts that costeffective gliding occurs at speeds of 8–10 m s21, whereas agilityrelated figures of merit peak at 15–25 m s21. In fact, swifts spend
the night (‘roost’) in flight at 8–10 m s21 (ref. 11), thus our model
can explain this choice for a resting behaviour11,12. Morphing not
only adjusts birds’ wing performance to the task at hand, but could
also control the flight of future aircraft7.
Bird wings lend themselves to morphing because they have an
articulated skeleton under muscular control, and because the changing overlap between feathers allows continuous changes in wing
shape and wing size. Gliding birds sweep their hand-wings back at
high flight speeds1–5,13, and spread their wings in turns4. To test
whether a bird’s chosen wing geometry maximizes its flight performance, biologists have focused on gliding flight1–5,13, during which
changes in wing geometry are not related to wing beat. Aerodynamic forces have been inferred from the behaviour of freely gliding birds1,2,5,13; lift and drag have also been measured directly on
single bird wings fixed in one shape14,15. These approaches provide
no information on morphing outside the bird’s behavioural envelope, and must be supplemented with aerodynamic theory in order to
predict wing aerodynamic performance and bird glide performance2,16,17.
Rather than estimating how wing geometry affects wing performance, we measured it in a wind tunnel. We chose the common swift
(Apus apus), which spends most of its life on the wing, foraging,
courting, migrating and even roosting11,12,18,19, and has a gliding repertoire to suit: soaring, gliding and ‘flap-gliding’. Flap-gliding birds
alternate flapping and gliding at 1–2 s intervals11,19, matching the
speeds of flapping and gliding episodes20. With speed approximately
constant, glides can be approximated as ‘equilibrium gliding’, which
encompasses turns and straight glides (turns with infinite radius)

(Fig. 1; Methods). During this steady state, flight performance can
be deduced from four readily measured parameters: aerodynamic lift,
drag, body mass, and flight velocity (Fig. 1b). These determine the
swift’s glide path, conventionally described by glide angle, turning
radius, and bank angle21. Glide path and velocity determine bird glide
performance.
Aerodynamic force is proportional to force coefficient 3 wing
area 3 square of glide speed21. Swifts control force coefficient by
altering wing shape, angle of attack, and speed. Increasing sweep
angle from 5u (fully extended) to 50u (Fig. 2a) decreases wing area
and shape (that is, aspect ratio) by roughly one-third (Fig. 2b, c). We
quantified how variable sweep affects wing aerodynamics by measuring
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Figure 1 | Equilibrium gliding along a helical path. a, Turning swifts glide at
a constant glide speed, whereas glide velocity (V) changes direction along a
helical path (grey ribbon) inclined downward at glide angle c. To turn
without sideslip, swifts incline sideways at bank angle m. Glide angle is
determined by the cosm component of lift divided by drag, while the sinm
component of lift provides the centripetal force required for turning. L, lift;
D, drag; W, weight. b, Main forces acting on a swift gliding at a given velocity.
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Figure 2 | Morphing swift wings can generate higher lift and lower drag
than wings with a fixed geometry. a–c, Adjusting sweep angle (a) alters
wing area (b) and aspect ratio (c). Blue stars, individual wings; open circles,
average per sweep. d, The enveloping polar (grey dashed line) spans a wider
range of lift and drag coefficients than the polar for any one sweep (fine
coloured lines) (angles of attack a, 26u to 130u; glide speed, 10 m s21).
e, The combined effect of wing shape and size (speed-specific lift and drag22)
further enlarges the enveloping polar. f, Increasing glide speed shifts
enveloping polars to the left, and decreases maximum speed-specific lift.
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lift and drag on 15 wing pairs in the Delft low-turbulence wind tunnel
(see Methods).
Our experiments show that variable sweep enlarges the aerodynamic performance envelope of swift wings. At a given glide speed,
the ‘polars’ of lift versus drag coefficient (Fig. 2d) for individual
sweep angles build up to a much wider enveloping polar: swept wings
contribute low drag coefficients at low angles of attack; extended
wings contribute high lift coefficients at high angles of attack. The
effects of wing shape are ‘amplified’ by wing area (Fig. 2e plots the
same data as polars of speed-specific lift and drag22; that is, lift coefficient 3 wing area versus drag coefficient 3 wing area). The decrease
in wing area with increasing sweep further enlarges the enveloping
polar for a given glide speed, further widening the performance gap
between fixed-shape and morphing wings.
The enveloping polar changes with glide speed (Fig. 2f). With
increasing speed, the polar at first maintains its shape and shifts to
lower drag values10,23 because drag coefficient scales with speed to a
power less than two at low angles of attack, when flow separation is
minimal24. Beyond 15 m s21, the enveloping polar breaks off at lower
and lower speed-specific lift values because less swept wings break
under the extreme loads; only the more swept wings are left to build
up the enveloping polar.
To demonstrate how morphing wings can affect gliding, we translated the above measures of wings’ aerodynamics into swift’s flightdynamics—our six figures of merit (see Supplementary equations).
Three flight-cost related indices are: (1) glide distance (expressed as
the maximum glide ratio21), (2) glide duration21, and (3) turn angle
for a given height loss. By maximizing distance or time spent gliding,
birds reduce energy expenditure while foraging and roosting. Three
indices are agility-related: pursuits and escapes require (4) fast turns
(high angular velocity21) with (5) a high path curvature21; while (6)
high horizontal speed (the horizontal component of glide velocity)
helps to avoid drift in strong winds. Our discussion of performance
maxima ignores combinations of sweep and glide speed that cause
diving (glide angles .45u, Fig. 1).
Extended wings provide the best glide performance. Five of the six
indices (Fig. 3a, b, d–f) reach an absolute maximum with extended
wings—characteristic of gliders in general. The cost-related maxima
occur between 8 and 15 m s21. At 10 m s21, within this optimal speed
range, choosing extended over swept wings triples all three turning
indices (Supplementary Fig. 2). Nevertheless, swifts sometimes
choose higher glide speeds11,18.
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Figure 3 | Morphing improves glide performance of swifts.
a–f, Performance indices for a range of sweep angles (coloured lines) and
flight speeds (x axis). Absolute performance maxima occur at low speeds and
sweeps in all indices except horizontal velocity, c. In two of three straightflight indices (top row), low sweep delivers superior performance at low
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speeds while high sweep is superior at high speeds. During turning (bottom
row), no crossover from low to high sweep occurs during gliding. Solid lines,
glide angle , 45u; dot, glide angle 5 45u; no dot, wing fails before 45u is
reached; faint lines, glide angle . 45u.
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During straight glides at higher-than-optimal speeds, high sweep
improves aerodynamic wing performance. Consider Fig. 3a: at lowerthan-optimal speeds (left of highest peak), extended wings deliver
superior glide ratios. As speed increases beyond the optimum, the
lines of constant sweep cross, and glide ratio is higher for swept
wings. At 20 m s21, for example, a sweep angle of 50u yields a 70%
improvement over extended wings, whereas at speeds below
10 m s21, extended wings improve glide ratio by as much as 50%.
The second cost-related index, glide duration, behaves similarly
(Fig. 3b). Unsurprisingly, ‘horizontal speed’ is the only index that
peaks at high glide speeds (Fig. 3c). Although not sensitive to sweep
angle at low glide speeds, horizontal speed increases with increasing
sweep above 20 m s21. These results confirm predictions that swept
wings improve glide performance at high speed2,6.
Swept wings can bear higher loads during fast turns. Whereas,
during straight gliding at constant speed, the wings bear a load necessarily equal to the bird’s mass 3 1g, centripetal acceleration increases
the load during equilibrium turns. If the bird were to maximize
aerodynamic wing performance, it should choose low sweep and
low speed: the superior lift force of extended wings is desirable at
any speed, in theory16. Consistent with this prediction, our measurement-based turning indices show no clear crossovers from low to
high sweeps at glide angles below 45u (Fig. 3d–f). Dive performance
(glide angle .45u) is severely limited during high-speed turns due to
high loads. We measured loads of up to six times the bird’s weight
(Fig. 4 bottom), and observed two types of structural failure: one
extended-wing specimen bent to the point of breaking at 15 m s21;
another started vibrating violently at 15 and 20 m s21, which ultimately led to failure at the bone. Swept wings do not ‘flutter’, and
they avoid static failure by bending and twisting under lift-loads
(Fig. 4 top), which reduces the effective angle of attack at the handwing and thereby caps aerodynamic load. Such phenomena are not
captured by theoretical or experimental studies using rigid wing
models25.
High sweep maximizes high-speed glide performance, but not by
creating strong leading edge vortices (LEVs). LEVs have been
observed over model swift wings, and have been proposed to boost
lift25. Our flow visualizations on real wings confirm the presence
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Figure 5 | Swifts roost at glide speeds that minimize energy expenditure.
Five of six predicted performance maxima occur within the most commonly
observed range of flight speeds during roosting11: two of three agility-related
maxima (grey), and all cost-related maxima (black), which cluster around
swifts’ preferred roosting speed of 9 m s21.

of LEVs at high sweep angles ($30u) (Supplementary Table 1).
However, our force measurements at speeds of 5–30 m s21 show that
swept wings always generated less lift than extended wings. Extra lift
from LEVs does not compensate for lift lost to the concomitant drop
in wing area and aspect ratio (Fig. 2d, e), and to load-induced wing
deformations at high speeds (Fig. 4 top). Sweep improves gliding by
decreasing drag, rather than by increasing lift.
Our glide model predicts performance-maximizing glide speeds
that agree with observations of swift behavioural choices. Glide
speeds are readily observable in the field and therefore serve well to
validate our semi-empirical glide model. Our model predicts different optimal gliding speeds for maximizing agility (15–25 m s21)
versus cost-effectiveness (8–10 m s21). The only glide behaviour on
which free-flight data have been published is roosting11,12,18, for which
we expect that flight-cost considerations outweigh agility11,12. Radar
measurements11 show that roosting swifts indeed flap-glide at speeds
centred around 8–10 m s21 (Fig. 5). This agreement of model predictions and field observations validates the analytical step from wing
aerodynamic to bird glide performance.
The modification of glide performance achieved by morphing is
comparable to the differences between bird species with widely different wing shapes and flight behaviours15. Swifts can adjust their
wings’ maximum lift coefficients between 0.8 and 1.1, which is similar to the full range from thrush (0.8) to nighthawk (1.15) found15 for
extended wings. Therefore, extended wing geometry alone might not
be enough to properly evaluate bird gliding performance8,15. Birds
with an aerial life style, such as swifts, face a wide range of tasks with
sometimes conflicting performance goals. To match wing shape to
the task at hand, morphing provides birds with a suite of wing geometries from which to choose.
METHODS
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Figure 4 | Morphing maintains wing structural integrity at high glide
speeds. Bottom: during fast glides, swift wings experience considerable
loads (expressed as multiples of g; grey, no measurements). Top: swept wings
bend and twist under load to a lower angle of attack (rear view; sweep 50u;
a 56u, 12u, 18u).

Animals. In spring 2005, we received from eight Dutch bird sanctuaries 35 adult
swifts that had died after having been brought in. We selected 15 swifts on the
basis of wing state and general state.
Wing preparation. We separated 15 wing pairs from the body at the shoulder
joint, and manually extended them onto templates for five sweep angles (5u, 15u,
30u, 40u, 50u; Fig. 2a–c). Manually extending wings reliably reproduces wing
shape during gliding26. Wing pairs were frozen, freeze-dried, then glued together
to form a continuous wing surface. They were mounted onto the sting of the
balance system and placed in a wind tunnel27.
Wind tunnel tests. We used the Delft low-turbulence wind tunnel27 with an
octagonal test section of 1.80 3 1.25 m (turbulence levels #0.025% until
40 m s21). We designed a balance system with a resolution of 40,000 steps to
measure lift and drag at air speeds between 5 and 30 m s21 (Reynolds number,
12,000–77,000) with an accuracy of at least 3% (Ohaus SP402). We calibrated the
balance with a 5 3 5 matrix of weights over the full lift and drag range to account
for the system’s small nonlinearity. Each force value was sampled at 5 Hz for 10 s
at each angle of attack, a (0uR130uR26uR0u; Da 5 1.5u, precision , 0.5u).
Data from the up- and down-leg of the a cycle were pooled, because hysteresis
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was negligible below stall. Measurements were corrected for aerodynamic forces
of the sting, and for changes in the wings’ centre of mass with a. To detect the
LEV, we moved a tuft (hair from R.K.) along the wing28.
Lift–drag polar of swifts. We built the total lift–drag polar of swifts from wing
lift and drag, and body drag. Wing polars were built from force measurements
across a range of glide speeds (5–30 m s21), sweeps (5u–50u) and a values (26u to
30u), excluding high values of a at which the wing stalls—stall was assumed to
have occurred when mean lift flattened off and instantaneous lift suddenly
became variable. We measured an average body drag coefficient29 of 0.26 for a
frontal area of 913 mm2 (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Calculation of glide path. To evaluate the correct part of the total polar, we used
a body weight of 43 g (ref. 30) to calculate glide paths. By solving for the
unknown parameters glide angle, c, bank angle, m, and turn radius, R (Fig. 1),
we obtained equations of motion that contain only measurable quantities—body
mass, m, body weight, W, flight speed, V, lift, L, and drag, D (Supplementary
equations (1)):
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We then determined all possible helicoidal glide paths21 (assuming constant glide
speed and no side slip).
Calculation of performance maxima. We formulated six figures of merit21
(Fig. 3): (1) maximum glide distance21, max(1/tanc) (5maximum glide ratio),
(2) maximum glide duration21, max(1/(Vsinc)), (3) maximum turning angle for
a given height loss, max (1/(Rtanc)), (4) maximum angular velocity in a turn21,
max(Vcosc/R), (5) maximum curvature of the turn path21, max(1/R), and (6)
maximum horizontal component of the flight speed, max(Vcosc) (Supplementary equations (1)).
We limited the performance analysis by two criteria. First, calculations were
only valid for non-zero turning radii (no pure roll around body axis). Second,
values for dives (glide angle c . 45u) were calculated, but ignored in the search
for performance maxima. We linearly interpolated the force coefficients of the
two adjacent polars to calculate the 45u dive-angle cut-off speed, straight flight
performance maxima, and minimum and maximum flight speeds. Finally, we
averaged performance indices per sweep angle to construct Fig. 3 (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Sensitivity analysis. The performance maxima occur at the same wing configuration when we change body drag coefficient (2100%, 1200%), body weight
(623%) and add the tail’s contribution to lift (620% of wing lift).
Accuracy of roost speed prediction. Air density at the average roosting
height11,18 (1,700 m) was not reported. We measured air density at sea level
(1.201 6 0.005 kg m23), underestimating optimal speed by maximally 9%.
However, roosting flight speed does not correlate strongly with altitude (A.H.,
unpublished observation based on refs 11, 18).
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